SIGSL Open Show April 6th 2014
Joylene Neddermeyer
Stock Coats
Baby Puppy Dog
1:

Cantara Quikstitch
USTNOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER)*

Very Promising
BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE*

3.5 months well coloured, well pigmented dog of very good proportions and very good type, high
withers, firm back, still good length and lay of the croup, the upper arm is of very good length, could
be still just slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with very
good masculine head for his age, very good eye colour, one ear is yet to firm, steps slightly narrow at
rear, correct in front, the puppy shows a very good bone strength for his age, during movement shows
a very good ground covering gait with good back transmission and drive, good forehand reach.
2:

Seigerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aust)
HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)*

Very Promising
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS*

4 months strong, substantial, well coloured, well proportioned young male of good type, still good
withers, firm back, slightly short croup, the upper arm is of good length, could be better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation, very good head and expression, very good eye colour, the lower jaw
could be a little stronger, shows good sequence of steps for his age, I would not like to see him
become any deeper, shows good balanced movement.
3:

Unfehlbar Yago
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Very Promising
AMBERG YESSICA

5.5 months male, strong, well coloured, well pigmented of very good proportions, still good withers,
firm back, slightly steep croup, good fore, very good hindquarter angulation, good head and
expression, very good eye colour, very good ear carriage, steps correct both front and rear, shows
good balanced movement with good back transmission.

Puppy Dog
1:

Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Very Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

11 months, very large, strong, well coloured, well pigmented, very impressive young male of very
good type, very good length of neck, pronounced high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup, the upper arm is of good length but should be slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation which should not become any deeper, stands correct in front, slightly open
feet, very good fore and lower chest development, however the lower chest could still be a little
longer, very good masculine head and expression with very good eye colour and very good ear
carriage, tends to move slightly cow hocked at rear with the elbows slightly tucked in, during
movement shows a very good ground covering gait with pronounced high wither, there is a tendency
to be slightly high stepping in front.
2:

Sonnenschein Eye of Vegas
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

10 months, scissor bite is very close which is something to watch for the future, above medium size,
medium strong, slightly elongated dog of still good type, slightly short neck, good withers, firm back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm is of good length, could be slightly better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with well formed feet, very good masculine
head with very good masking and very good eye colour, the ears are set slightly broad, steps correct
at rear with good firmness of joints, slightly wide in front where the elbows should be closer laid,
during movement shows a balanced ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the
forehand reach should be more expansive, the lower chest during movement should be a little longer.

Junior Dog
1:

Aktahund Take Manhatton

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

1 year 7 months, large, strong, substantial dog with still good pigmentation of slightly elongated
proportions and very good type, still good neck, normal withers, firm back, well moulded croup which
could be a fraction longer, the upper arm is of good length, could be slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation with well developed thighs, stands correct in front with slightly open feet, very
good forechest development, strong masculine head with medium eye colour, the lower jaw could be
a little more developed, the ear set is slightly broad, steps correct at rear where the hocks should be a
little firmer, correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laid, during movement shows a
very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good
back transmission, overall he impresses with his overall very good length of stride, ideally the lower
chest could still be a little longer.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)*

2 years 8 months, 64.5cm. Large, strong, substantial, well proportioned, well pigmented, well
coloured dog of very good type, very good length of neck, good withers, firm back, well moulded
croup which ideally could be a fraction longer, very good fore and hindquarter angulation with well
developed thighs, pronounced fore and underchest development, stands correct in front with slightly
flat and open feet, white markings on both the front and rear toes, strong masculine head, very good
masking, good eye colour and good ear carriage, impresses with his overall type and harmonious
construction, steps slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front but has a
tendancy to be slightly high stepping in front, during movement has a very good ground covering gait
with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back transmission, overall
presents
a very good picture in both stance and movement.
2:

Rahkantra Indian-Brave

Very Good
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLOBRIGIDA

RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY

2 years 65.5cm. Large, strong, well coloured and well pigmented dog of overall very good type, good
length of neck, good withers, slight dip behind, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm
should be a little bit longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front
with balanced chest proportions, very good head, lovely dark eye, very good masking, good ear
carriage, steps slightly wide at rear with very good firmness of hock joints, correct in front where the
elbows could be a little bit closer laying, during movement shows a very good ground covering gait
with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach where overall the length of stride could be a little
bit longer, the tail could be carried in a slightly more natural manner.
3:

Heathcote Hot to Trot

Very Good
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN*

SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUST)

2 years 5 months, 66cm. Large, grey, slightly elongated dog of good type, slightly short neck, good
withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, still good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with slightly flat and open feet, good
fore and good lower chest development where ideally the lower chest should be a little longer, strong
masculine head with very good eye colour, very good strength of the skull and the foreface, good
strength of lower jaw, steps slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front the
elbows should be closer laid, during movement shows good ground covering gait where both the
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive, the length of the lower chest
becomes more evident.

New Zealand Bred Dog
1:

Acarya Quite a Fakir*
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)*

2 years 8 months, 65cm. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured, well pigmented

expressive dog of very good type, ideally the neck could be a little longer and tends to carry it slightly
erect at times, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, well moulded croup which could be a
fraction longer, the upper arm is of very good length, could be slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation with strong well developed thighs, stands not quite correct in front with slightly
open feet, good fore and lower chest development, presents a very pleasing picture in stance and
presented in a very good condition, steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints could be a little
firmer, correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer laid, during movement shows a very
good ground covering effortless gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, very good
back transmission, particularly pleasing about this dog is his absolutely correct length of lower chest.
2:

Ch Zetland Mad Max *
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

3 years 10 months, 66cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated dog of very good type,
slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, good length of croup which could ideally be set a little less
steep, the upper arm while of good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations,
pronounced fore and lower chest development, where ideally the lower chest should be a little longer,
stands correct in front, ideally the pasterns should be a little longer, very good masculine head with
very good masking, very good eye colour, good strength of the skull and the foreface, very good ear
carriage, steps narrow at rear where the hock joints should remain firmer, correct in front where the
elbows should be closer laid, during movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong
hindquarter drive and forehand reach, the ligamentation over the back remains firm and the length of
the lower chest becomes more evident during movement.
3:

Jims Legacee of Kloverhaus
RIEKER VON STEILENBERG

Very Good
KLOVERHAUS DELTA ROSE

3 years 7 months, 66cm. Slight wear on both the upper and lower incisors, strong, still well coloured
dog of very good proportions, still strong neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, good hindquarter
angulation, the forechest still requires development, very good lower chest development, stands
correct in front, very good head and expression, good eye colour, still good masking and good ear
carriage, ideally the black saddle should be more pronounced, steps slightly narrow at rear where the
hock joints should remain a little firmer, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laid, during
movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach
should be more expansive and the withers should be carried slightly higher during movement.
4:

Brojan Rolling Stone
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Very Good
BROJAN EXTREME

3 years, 64cm. Double P1 upper right, large, medium strong, well pigmented and well coloured dog of
slightly elongated proportions, slightly short neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly
short and slightly steep croup where the tail is set a little high, the upper arm should be longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with good head and
expression, good eye colour, very good strength of skull and foreface, good ear carriage, has a
tendancy to throw out left hock joint, steps correct in front where the elbows should be closer laid,
during movement shows good ground covering gait where both the forehand reach and the
hindquarter drive should be more expansive, for his age he should not become any deeper in chest
development and ideally the lower chest should be a little longer, very good back transmission.

Open Dog
1:

Ch Bradwins Lord Jester*
INGO VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)*

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUST)*

9 years 4 months, 63.5cm. Large, strong, substantial, well coloured and very well pigmented dog of
very good type, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, firm back, well moulded croup
which could be just a fraction longer, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, pronounced fore and
lower chest development, stands correct in front with slightly open feet, very strong expressive true
german shepherd dog head with very good eye colour, very good masking and very good ear
carriage, the dog is presented in very good condition and overall displays much harmony and type,
steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front, during movement shows very good ground covering gait
with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back transmission.

2:

Kriegerhund Jake the Muss

Excellent
KRIEGERHUND FABERGE

BROJAN EXTRA SPECIAL

5 years 2 months, 65cm.Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated dog of very good type, still
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm
could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with well
formed feet, balanced chest proportions, good head, very good eye colour and good masking and
good ear carriage, steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints should be a little firmer, correct
in front where the elbows should be closer laying, during movement shows good ground covering gait
where both the hind quarter drive and forehand reach could be a little more expansive, very good
back transmission.
3:

NZ Ch Sabaranburg Highlander (Imp Aus)*
CH SABARANBURG ESKO*

Excellent
HINTERHAUS DAIQUIRI*

3 years 5 months, 65.5cm. Large, medium strong, slightly elegant dog of still good proportions, very
good length of neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, well moulded croup which could be
just a little longer, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front with slightly open feet, the forechest still requires further
development, very good lower chest development however the lower chest could be a little longer,
good head and expression with good eye colour, the masking however should be more pronounced
and the ears are slightly concave in appearance, steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints
are loose, wide in front where the elbows should be closer laid, during movement shows good
ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach, very good back
transmission, the dog presents a better picture in movement than he does in stance.
4:

Mac von Noriswand (Imp Ger)
BOOMER VOM POLARSTERN

Very Good
WINONA VON DER NORISWAND

3 years 3 months, 64.5cm. Large, strong dog of still good proportions, slightly short neck, good
withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short and steep croup, the upper arm should be a little bit
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, the forechest still requires further
development, very good lower chest development, stands correct in front with slightly open feet and
slightly upright pasterns, very good head, very good expression, very good eye colour with very good
masking and very good ear carriage, steps slightly narrow at rear, wide in front where the elbows are
tucked in, during movement shows very good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive
and forehand reach could be a little more expansive, very good back transmission.
5:

Hundmeister Bring It On
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Very Good
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

5 years 9 months 64.5cm. Very large, medium strong slightly elongated dog of good type, slightly
short neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper
arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands not quite correct in
front with slightly open feet, good head, medium eye colour and good masking where the ears are set
slightly broad, the lower jaw should be a little more developed, steps slightly narrow at rear where the
hock joints could be a little firmer, correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laid,
during movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand
reach however should be a little freer with a tendancy to slightly high step in front, the length of lower
chest should be a little longer.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

Aktahund All Taken
CH OAKWAY QUIZ MASTER

Very Promising
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

5.5 months. Above medium size, well coloured, well pigmented bitch of overall very good type, ideally
the neck could be a little longer, good withers, firm back, slightly short croup, the upper arm should be
a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, particularly impressive of this
young bitch is her very good expression, very lovely feminine head with very good eye colour and
very good ear carriage and absolutely impressive marking on both the skull and the foreface, tends to
move with hock joints slightly close, correct in front with good firmness of elbows for her age, shows
very good ground covering movement with good back transmission.

2:

Heathcote Katie Girl
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER)*

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR*

5.5 months, Large, medium strong, well proportioned, well coloured, well pigmented bitch of good
type, good head and expression, good eye colour, slightly round eyes, good length of neck, good
withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, steps slightly narrow at rear with very good firmness of
hock joints for her age, steps correct in front with good firmness of elbows, shows good ground
covering gait with very good back transmission, just overall the bones could be a little stronger.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Vonlovatt Boddaycious
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)

Very Promising
CH OLDFIELDS KARLY

6.5 months, bitch that stands within the desired standard of size for her age, very feminine,
expressive, well constructed bitch of very good proportions, still good length of neck, high withers, firm
back, well moulded croup which could just be a little longer, while the upper arm could be just a little
longer it displays a very good angle, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with a
very good feminine head, very good eye colour, good masking, ideally the ears could be placed a little
higher on the skull, very good fore and lower chest development, in stance presents a very good
picture and harmonious construction, steps slightly narrow at rear with very good firmness of hocks,
correct in front with very good firmness of elbows for her age, during movement shows a very good
ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach and back transmission
displaying a very good topline.
2:

Beat The Odds of Taimana
YESTER VON FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Very Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

11 months, strong, substantial, well constructed bitch of very good type, good length of neck, normal
withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm should still be longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, good eye colour, the masking
could be a little more pronounced on the foreface, the right ear is not absolutely firm, very good fore,
very good lower chest development where the lower chest should be a little bit longer, the lower jaw
should be a little more developed, steps with hock joints slightly close, correct in front where the
elbows should still be closer laying, during movement shows very good ground covering gait with
strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good back transmission, the right ear
should be carried firmer during movement.
3:

Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Very Promising
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS

11 months, above medium size, strong, slightly compact bitch of very good type, ideally the neck
should be a little longer, high withers, firm back, good length of lay of croup which could be set a little
less steep, the upper arm while of still good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front, the pasterns ideally should be a little firmer, good head and
expression, good masking, dark eye colour, the eyes are slightly round, good ear carriage, good fore
and very good lower chest development where ideally the lower chest could be a little longer, steps
slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front with good firmness of elbows,
during movement shows a very good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and free
forehand reach, with maturity the lower chest should not become any deeper, slightly long tail.
4:

Sundaneka Viva la Vida (Imp Aus)
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Very Promising
SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELL*

8 months, above medium size, strong, feminine, well coloured and well pigmented bitch of very good
type, ideally the neck should be a little longer, slightly flat withers, slight roach over the loin, the croup
while of good length should be set slightly less steep, the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, good head , medium eye colour,
very good strength of foreface, and the skull for her age, would like to see the masking a little more
pronounced, good fore and lower chest development, steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front,
with good firmness of hock and elbow joints for her age, during movement shows good ground

covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more expansive, very
good back transmission, slightly long tail, the ears ideally should be carried firmer during movement.
5: Klausenburg G-Know-Me
Very Promising
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)

KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER

7.5 months, grey sable bitch of above medium size and medium strength, compact in proportions,
good length of neck, good withers, slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup,
the upper arm ideally should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front, good feminine head, good expression, good eye colour, good ear carriage, good fore
and very good lower chest development, steps slightly narrow at rear but with very good firmness of
hock joints, correct in front with good firmness of elbows for her age, during movement shows good
ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more
expansive, the restriction in the length of the lower chest becomes more evident during movement.
6:

Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NED TO AUS)*

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

10 months. Slightly dropped lower incisors, large strong substantial, well coloured and well
pigmented bitch of good type, good length of neck, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, well
moulded croup which could be just a little longer, the upper arm should be longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thighs, stands not quite correct in front with
slightly open feet, good strong head with very good eye colour and very good ear carriage, very good
fore and pronounced lower chest development, steps slightly narrow going and wide in front, during
movement shows good ground covering gait where the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach
should be more expansive with a tendancy to pace.
7:

Sonnenschein Empress Pam
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NED TO AUS)*

Very Promising
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

10 months, Large, medium strong, well coloured and well pigmented bitch of good type, ideally the
neck could be a little longer, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, well moulded croup that could
just be a fraction longer, the upper arm is of quite good length but should be slightly better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with a strong but still feminine head, good
masking, very good eye colour, the ears are set slightly broad, steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in
front with good firmness of elbows for her age, during movement shows good ground covering gait
where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach should be more expansive, ideally the ears
should be carried a little firmer during movement, the lower chest should be a little longer.

Junior Bitch
1:

Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 7 months, 59cm. Large, medium strong grey bitch of overall harmonious construction but could
still be slightly longer in proportions, high wither, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the
upper arm while of good length could be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation,
stands correct in front with slightly open feet, very good feminine head and expression with very good
eye colour and very good ear carriage, maybe could be slightly stronger in the foreface, very good
fore and lower chest development where ideally the lower chest could be a little longer, steps narrow
at rear where the hock joints should remain a little firmer, correct in front with good firmness of
elbows, ideally maybe the bone strength should be a little stronger overall, during movement shows
very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and very good
back transmission, presents a very good picture in both movement and stance and displays an
effortless free flowing gait.
2:

Zetland Nikita
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

Very Good
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

1 year 7 months 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial, well constructed bitch that displays much
harmony, very good length of neck, good withers, firm back, very good croup, the upper arm while of
good length should be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good fore and
lower chest development, however the lower chest ideally should be longer, stands correct in front
with slightly open feet, very good head and expression, very good masking, very good eye colour and
very good ear carriage, ideally would like to see the black saddle markings a little more pronounced,

steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints could remain a little firmer, correct in front with
good firmness of elbows, during movement shows very good ground covering movement with good
hindquarter drive and forehand reach, the ligamentation over the back could remain a little firmer,
overall presents a very harmonious picture in both stance and movement however she should not
become any deeper with age.
3:

Ch Aubernee Be My Jo-Jo
NZ CH SABARANBURG HIGHLANDER (IMP AUS)*

Very Good
CH AUBERNEE SIMPLY STUNNING*

1 year 10months, 61cm. Large, medium strong bitch of still good proportions and type, good length of
neck which has a tendancy to be carried in a slightly erect manner, good withers, slight dip behind,
firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, very good lay of the shoulder blade, the upper arm is
quite well laid but should be longer, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with
slightly open feet, good head and expression where the masking should be more pronounced both
on the skull and foreface, very good eye colour, very good ear carriage but the ears are slightly large,
very good fore and underchest development although the lower chest should be a little longer, ideally
the gold colour could be a little bit more intense, a tendancy to throw out the left hock when moving
away, steps correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laid, during movement shows
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a little
freer and the ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer.

4:

Daisy Chip von Gavarol
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUS)*

Good
TOFFEE POP VON GAVAROL

1 year 11 months 61cm. Very large, strong substantial grey bitch who ideally the black saddle points
could be more pronounced, good length of neck, good withers, firm back in stance, slightly short and
slightly steep croup, the upper arm while of good length should be slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh, stands correct in front with open and flat feet where
the pasterns could be a lot firmer, very good head and expression, good eye colour although they are
slightly round, very good ear carriage although the ears are slightly large, good fore and pronounced
lower chest development, moves with hock joints closed, correct in front where the elbows should be
closer laying, during movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and
forehand reach, the ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer, the slightly short lower
chest becomes more evident during movement, overall the bitch should be presented in a slightly
less heavy condition.
5:

Schicksal Angel-Of-Desire
CH BLACKCREST FROM AFAR*

Good
HEATHCOTE COOL CHICK*

1 year 8 months, 62cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good colour and
pigmentation, ideally the neck could be a little longer, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup, the upper arm while of good length should be slightly better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with slightly upright pasterns, good fore and very good
lower chest development, maybe the coat could be a little more profuse, good head, good masking,
medium eye colour, good ear carriage, steps slightly wide at rear, slightly narrow in front where the
elbows should be closer laying, during movement shows balanced ground covering gait, displaying a
very good length of stride and very good back transmission, this bitch presents a better picture in
movement than she does in stance.
6:

LaRycia Gotta Dream
AIMSWAY ARMED 'N' DANGEROUS

Ungraded
LARYCIA ABRACADABRA*

1 year 8 months, 63cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch, grey sable in colour, very
good length of neck, good wither, slight dip behind, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup,
the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in
front with slightly open feet where the pasterns should be firmer, good head, good eye colour
although the eyes are slightly round, good ear carriage, forechest still requires development, very
good lower chest development which ideally should be just a little longer, steps correct at rear with
good firmness of joints, narrow in front where both the elbows should be closer laying, during
movement shows good ground covering gait with balanced hindquarter drive and forehand reach, the
tail is quite long and should be carried in a more natural manner, the length of the lower chest
becomes more apparent during movement.

Intermediate Bitch
1:

Ch Acarya Quick Fire*
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)*

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS*

2 years 8 months, 59.5cm. Very large, strong, substantial, well constructed harmonious bitch of very
good type, very good length of neck, high withers, slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short and
slightly steep croup, stands slightly wide in front with slightly open feet, good head and expression,
good eye colour, the masking ideally could be a little more pronounced and the ears are slightly broad
onto the skull, very good fore and very good lower chest development, very good length of underline,
slight white markings on both the rear feet, slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of joints, slightly
wide in front where the elbows could be closer laying, during movement shows very good ground
covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, very good back transmission, the
bitch impresses with her overall construction and very good brood type.
2:

Brojan Taboo
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Very Good
BROJAN PISCHA

2 years 1 month, 59.5cm. Slight misalignment of the lower incisors, large, medium strong, slightly
elongated bitch of very good type, ideally the neck should be a little longer and carried in a slightly
less erect position, good withers, firm back in stance, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper
arm while of good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in
front with slightly upright pasterns, the black saddle markings should be slightly more defined, good
head, good eye colour, very good ear carriage, moves correct behind, correct in front with good
firmness of joints, presented in very good coat condition, during movement shows good ground
covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a little freer and
there is a slight tendancy to high step in front.
3:

Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Very Good
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

2 years, 60cm. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and well pigmented bitch of good
type, slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm
should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation where ideally there should be
more breadth of thigh, stands correct in front with slightly soft pasterns, good head, good masking,
very good eye colour and good ear carriage, ideally the lower jaw should be a little more developed,
good fore and very good lower chest development where ideally the lower chest should be a little
longer, steps correct both front and rear with good firmness of both hocks and elbows, during
movement shows good ground covering gait where both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach
more expansive and the length of the lower chest becomes more evident.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
2:

Aktahund True Story
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 7 months, 58.5cm. Large, medium strong grey sable bitch of still good proportions, very good
length of neck, high withers, slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the
upper arm while of good length should be still better angled, very good hindquarter angulation
however would like to see more breadth of thigh, good fore and very good underchest development,
stands correct in front with slightly upright pasterns, good head, ideally both the skull and the foreface
should be larger, somewhat large ears although still good carriage, steps slightly narrow at rear with
good firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows should be a little closer laid, overall for her
size and her age she should be a little stronger in bone and overall substance, during movement
shows good ground covering gait where overall both the hindquarter drive and forehand reach should
be a little more effective, a slightly long tail that could be carried in a slightly more natural manner.
1:

Hundmeister Have It Your Way
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Very Promising
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

1 year 6 months, 60cm. Large, strong, substantial bitch of very good proportions, high withers, firm

back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the upper arm while of good length could be slightly
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front with slightly open feet, very
good head and expression, good eye colour, good ear carriage in stance, good fore and lower chest
development where ideally the lower chest should be a little longer, steps correct at rear with good
firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer laying, during movement
shows good ground covering gait, strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach however should be a
little more expansive and the ligamentation over the back could remain a fraction firmer, the short
length of the lower chest becomes more apparent during movement.
3:

Aktahund True That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Ungraded
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 7 months, 62.5cm. Large, medium strong bitch with a very good length of neck, high withers,
firm back, good length of croup which ideally should be set a little less steep, the upper arm while of
good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh,
stands correct in front with slightly open feet, good head, medium eye colour and good ear carriage,
good fore and very good underchest development however the lower chest should be a little longer,
steps correct at rear with good firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows should be a little
closer laying, during movement shows a good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the
forehand reach however should be more effective and the length of the shortness of the lower chest
becomes more apparent during movement, slightly long tail.

Open Bitch
1:

Ch Oldfields Karly*
STATTLICH GOLD RUSH

Excellent
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUST)

6 years 9 months, 60.5cm. Double P1 lower right. Large, strong, substantial, very well constructed
bitch of harmonious construction, absolutely correct length of neck that flows into a lovely topline and
also into a very good croup formation, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, the bitch oozes her
femininity and her overall harmony, stands correct in front, very good head and expression with lovely
dark eyes and good masking even though starting to show some signs of maturity, very good ear
carriage, very good fore and lower chest development, very good length of lower chest, particularly
praiseworthy is her lovely flowing topline, steps correct in rear with very good firmness of joints,
correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer laying, during movement shows a very good
ground covering gait with very good hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and at all times
maintains a lovely firm topline, the bitch shows great enthusiasm in running and present a very lovely
picture in both stance and in movement.
2:

Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

3 years 3 months, 59cm. Above medium size, beautifully coloured and pigmented grey sable bitch of
very good type, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded which could still be a
fraction longer, the upper arm is well angled however could be longer, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front, very good feminine head, ideally the eyes could be a little darker,
ears could be slightly higher placed on the skull, overall presents a very pleasant picture in stance,
has a tendancy to throw out the left hock, stands correct in front however the elbows should be closer
laying, during movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free
forehand reach, whilst maintaining a very good topline and very good length of stride, presented in a
very good condition today.
3:

Hundmeister All About Me
AUS CH KWINT VOM JUERIKSTALL (IMP NETH TO

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET*

4 years 4 months, 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of very good type and anatomical
construction, very good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup,
the upper arm while of good length could be still slightly better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front where ideally the pasterns could be a little firmer, good head and
expression with good masking, good eye colour, the ears ideally could be placed slightly higher on
the skull, good fore and pronounced lower chest development, presented in very good coat condition,
steps correct at rear with very good joints, correct in front with good firmness of elbows, ideally would
like to see the planes of the skull and the foreface a little more correct and the lower jaw a little bit
more developed, during movement shows very good gait with very balanced hindquarter drive and

forehand reach while maintaining a firm topline, at times would like to see her show a little more
enthusiasm.
4:

Bradwins Venus Moonshine*
OB CH & CH BRADWINS SLY HIGHLANDER CDX*

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUS)*

6 years 2 months, 60.5cm. Very large, strong substantial, very well constructed bitch of very good
proportions and harmonious construction, very good length of neck which at times has a slight
tendancy to be held erect, good withers, firm back, well moulded croup which could be a fraction
longer, the upper arm which is of good length could be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front where ideally the pasterns could be a little firmer, stands correct in
front, feminine expressive head with very good masking, very good eye colour, very good ear
carriage, good fore and very good lower chest development with very good length of the lower chest,
has a tendancy to throw out the left hock joint, correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer
laying, during movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and
free forehand reach while maintaining a firm back, good length of stride, maintains a very good
topline.
5:

Aimsway Lass Vegas (Imp Aust)
VEGAS VAN DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH)

Excellent
AIMSWAY WINNEE

3 years 8 months, 60.5cm. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of very good brood type, very good
length of neck, good withers, firm back, good length of croup which could ideally be set a little less
steep, the upper arm while of good length should be better angled, the hindquarter angulation should
not become any deeper, stands correct in front with a strong but still feminine head, very good
masking, very dark eye colour, slightly large ears that could ideally be set slightly higher on the skull,
good fore and very good lower chest development, presented in very good coat condition, moves with
hock joints close, slightly wide in front where the elbows are slightly tucked in, during movement
shows a very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach while
maintaining a very good topline, ideally would like to see the bitch slightly longer in proportions.
6:

Graf Edelmann Takin All Excellent
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

CH GRAF EDELMANN TOSCAS EFFECT*

6 years 7 months, 59cm. Large, strong grey bitch of very good type, very good length of neck, good
withers, firm back, slight restrictions in the length and lay of the croup, the upper arm while of good
length could be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of
thigh, very good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front with slightly open feet
where the pasterns could be a little firmer, very good expressive feminine head with very good
markings, very good eye colour, very good ear carriage, has a tendancy to throw out the left hock,
correct in front where ideally the elbows should be a little closer laying, during movement shows very
good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach and also maintains a
very lovely topline during movement.
7:

Heathcote Famous Star*
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUS)

Excellent
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN*

3 years, 61cm. Large, medium strong, grey bitch of still good proportions, ideally the neck should be a
little longer, good withers, slight dip behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup, the
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with very good
breadth of thigh, stands correct in front where the pasterns should be a little firmer and slightly flat
open feet, good head and expression with good eye colour with good ear carriage, good fore and very
good lower chest development, steps slightly narrow at rear with hock joints close, correct in front
where elbows should be a little closer laying, during movement shows good ground covering gait with
balanced hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, the length of the lower chest becomes a little
more apparent during movement.
8:

Klausenburg Espresso
ENG & NZ CH PHILIP AUS DER NEUEN

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO

5 years 5 months 60cm. Large, strong, substantial grey bitch of overall very good type and very good
proportions, good length of neck, good withers, slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup, the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with
very good breadth of thigh, particularly noteworthy is her good strength of bone, she has a strong but
still feminine head which is very expressive, very good masking, very good eye colour and very good

ear carriage, very good fore and very good lower chest development, steps correct at rear with very
good firmness of joints, correct in front where the elbows could be a little closer laying, during
movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach
however could be a little bit freer and the ligamentation over the back could remain a little firmer.
9:

Zetland Madam Mya *

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER *

3 years 10 months, 58cm. Above medium size, medium size, slightly elongated bitch of very good
type and overall construction, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup,
the upper arm while of good length should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front with slightly upright pasterns and slightly open elbows, good head and expression with
dark eyes and very good masking, the ears are a little large and are slightly hooded in appearance,
the forechest still requires development, very good lower chest development where ideally the lower
chest could be a little longer, steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front where the elbows could be a
little closer laying, would like to see the lower jaw a little more developed, during movement shows
very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach should however be a
little more expansive, ligamentation over the back should remain a little firmer, slightly long tail.
Best Dog
Reserve Dog

Ch Bradwins Lord Jester
Acarya Quite A Fakir

Best Bitch
Reserve Best Bitch

Ch Oldfields Kelly
Aktahund Keep Takin All

Best of Breed
Reserve Best of Breed

Ch Oldfields Kelly
Aktahund Keep Takin All

Baby Puppy of Breed
Puppy of Breed
Junior of Breed
Intermediate of Breed
NZ Bred of Breed
Open of Breed

Cantara Quikstitch
Vonlovatt Boddaycious
Aktahund Take A Moment
Acarya Quortda Fakir
Acarya Quite A Fakir
Ch Oldfields Kelly

Long Stock Coats
Junior Dog
1:

Brojan Ultimate Storm
Ch ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good Select
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

13 months 64.5cm. Black and tan long stock coat male of good bone strength, good proportions and
very good type, good head and expression with good width of skull and foreface and good eye
carriage, the eye colour could be a little bit darker, high withers, firm back, slightly steep croup, the
upper arm is of good length, should be slightly better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with a
good breadth of thigh, stands correct in front, good fore very good lower chest development where
would ideally like to see the lower chest a little longer, steps slightly narrow at rear, wide in front
where the elbows should be a little closer laying, during movement shows very good ground covering
gait with very good hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, the ligamentation over the back could
remain a little firmer.

Open Dog
1:

Reichund ACDC
Ch REICHUND MEET YA MAKER

Excellent
REICHUND ORR-SOME

5 years 7 months 64cm. Very large medium strong richly coloured and richly pigmented dog of overall
very good type, very good length of neck, good withers, slight nick behind, firm back, long but slightly
steep croup, the upper arm is long but could be better angled, stands on the border of angulation of
the hindquarter which should not become any deeper, stands correct in front with open feet where the
pasterns should be a lot firmer, good head and expression, good masking, good eye colour and good

ear carriage, good fore and pronounced lower chest development where ideally the lower chest
should be a little longer, the scissor bite is quite close, moves very narrow at rear with hock joints
loose, correct in front where the elbows should be closer laying, there is a tendancy to be slightly high
stepping in front, during movement shows a very good hindquarter gait with strong hindquarter drive,
the forehand reach however should be a little more expansive and there is a tendancy to be slightly
high stepping in front and a flicking of the pasterns.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

Heathcote Katie Perry

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

Ch USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND IMP GER

5.5 months above medium size grey baby puppy female of overall very good type, very well coloured
and pigmented, very good head and expression, good withers, good length of neck, ideally would like
to see the croup a little longer and less steep, the upper arm should be slightly longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, good breadth of skull and foreface,
the eye colour should be a little darker, good ear carriage, for her age a good stage of development
for her chest proportions, steps slightly narrow at rear with normal puppy hock joint infirmness, correct
in front, during movement shows good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the
forehand reach could be a little freer and the lower chest ideally should be a little longer but overall is
a well constructed young puppy.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Reichund Ohso Devius

Very Promising
GLENNKA YANA

ACARYA QUITE A FAKIR

10 months above medium size, medium strong, expressive, very well constructed bitch of very good
type, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, very good lay of the croup, the upper arm
ideally should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front
with slightly open feet, very good head and expression, exudes much femininity and is overall very
good type with very good masking, very good eye colour, depicts exactly what a long stock coat
should envisage with the right amount of coat and profuseness, very good fore and underchest
development, steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front, while still young the elbows could be closer
laid, slightly long tail, during movement shows a very good ground covering gait with strong
hindquarter drive and free forehand reach, whilst maintaining a very good topline with a very good
length of stride, overall a very pleasing young bitch.
Best Dog
Reserve Dog

Reichund ACDC
Brojan Ultimate Storm

Best Bitch
Reserve Best Bitch

Reichund OhSo Devius
Heathcote Katie Perry

Best of Breed
Reserve Best of Breed

Reichund OhSo Devius
Reichund ACDC

Baby Puppy of Breed
Heathcote Katie Perry
Puppy of Breed
Reichund OhSo Devius
Junior of Breed
Brojan Ultimate Storm
Open of Breed
Reichund ACDC
___________________________________________________________________________________
Best In Show
Reserve Best In Show

Ch Oldfields Kelly
Aktahund Keep Takin All

Baby Puppy In Show
Puppy of Breed
Junior of Breed
Intermediate of Breed
NZ Bred of Breed
Open of Breed

Cantara Quikstitch
Reichund OhSo Devius
Aktahund Take A Moment
Acarya Quortda Fakir
Acarya Quite A Fakir
Ch Oldfields Kelly

